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Pro talk

by Courtney Roach

Sporting Some
Spunk
Easily add nail art to your services with the CinaPro Nail
Creations Nail Art Pens, but only after you indulge your
senses with the Essie Cosmetics Ejuvenate System.
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D

ots, stripes, swirls, hearts or a simple French tip—anything goes with the CinaPro Nail Creations Nail Art Pens. Available in pink, purple, red, black, white and silver, these convenient
pens are sure to put some pizzazz into your manicures. They’re also a great retail item for clients because they’re so easy to use! For more information on CinaPro, use FreeInfo #200, call 800.762.6245
or log on to cinapro.com.
Hands are the first things to show age, so it’s only natural that your clients will love turning back
the hands of time with the Essie Cosmetics Ejuvenate System. The system helps slow the signs of
aging with milky Hydro-Therapy Hand Revitalizer, exfoliating Microdermabrasion Hand Refiner, firming
Advanced Radiance Hand Treatment and moisturizing Intensive Recovery Hand Cream.
For more information on Essie Cosmetics, call 800.232.1155 or log on to essie.com.

CinaPro Nail Creations
Nail Art Pens
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Clean all debris from the nail with cleanser. Apply base coat and let
it dry. Then paint the entire nail with the black Nail Art Pen.

Add two curvy lines on each side of the purple line with the silver
Nail Art Pen.
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Carefully draw a curvy line down the center of the nail with the
purple Nail Art Pen.

Let the design dry and finish with top coat.

